About Star Republic

Star Republic is a Sweden-based software development company focused on e-commerce, including B2B and B2C e-commerce platforms, as well as custom-made solutions. Their broad customer base includes many prominent brands such as Carlsberg, Stora Enso as well as well-known Swedish companies.

Adopting ReSharper

In a quest to adopt industry-proven development practices, Star Republic teams work in a strict object-oriented manner, applying such patterns as inversion of control and dependency injection when required. Keeping project teams small, they ship new product releases without a preset schedule, as soon as all required features are implemented and working smoothly.

Once the software engineers working on advanced web systems and code quality learned about ReSharper, within a month of trial usage they were hooked. Their productivity quickly soared thanks to a multitude of automated refactorings, intelligent navigation shortcuts, and powerful features aimed at improving code quality.

Having adopted ReSharper, Star Republic hasn't looked back. Says Filip Ekberg, a software engineer who contributes to a vast variety of projects at Star Republic: “Even though I've only been using ReSharper for three years, there has never been a reason to look at any competitors other than ReSharper.”

Benefits of Using ReSharper

Star Republic developers no longer need to manually scan for code issues or refactor by hand. They can identify code issues and quickly solve them with the help of ReSharper, which results in a more consistent code base across all developers and contributors.

According to Ekberg, using ReSharper with Visual Studio has been instrumental in identifying problems and increasing code quality, and has helped to speed up the development phase. “ReSharper is a requirement from my side; I don’t want to open up Visual Studio without it enabled,” he adds.
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